Electrical
Safety Toolkit

Unparalleled Protection

I-Gard’s commitment to electrical safety provides
both industrial and commercial customers with
the products needed to protect their electrical
equipment and the people that operate them.
As the only electrical-safety focused company
whose product portfolio includes neutral

3 SOLUTIONS & FACTS ABOUT I-GARD
I-Gard offers more HRG products at more
price points than any other competitor in the
industry, with customizable solutions for your
specific application.
I-Gard is the exclusive supplier of FAIL-SAFE
and SMART HRG systems with 2nd ground
fault protection to better match your need for
electrical reliability and safety.

grounding resistors, high-resistance grounding
systems and optical arc mitigation, we take
pride in our technologies that reduce the
frequency and impact of electrical hazards,

We are the only HRG supplier that also
offers optical arc mitigation for Total
Protection against ground faults and arc
flash incidences.

such as arc flash and ground faults.
For those customers who have purchased
from us over the last 30 years, you know us
for the quality and robustness of our product,
our focus on quality, customer service and
technical leadership. We build on this foundation
by investing in developing new products in
electrical safety education – including the EFC
scholarship program – by actively participating
in the IEEE community programs on technical
and electrical safety standards, and working
with local universities at uncovering new
technologies. We remain unrelenting in our goal
of improving electrical safety in the workplace.

With global application and local
representation, we can provide with the

Our commitment to excellence is validated

technical support, application experience

by long-standing relationships with industry

and product range needed

leaders in fields as diverse as oil and

to make your workplace safer.

gas, hospitals, automotive, data centres,
food processing, aerospace, water and
waste water, and telecommunications.
We provide them with the product and
application support required to ensure that their
electrical distribution system is safe and reliable.

Please feel free to give us a call at
1-888-737-4787 and don’t forget to
register for the up-to-date technical
library on our website.

Addressing Unplanned Outages in the Food
Processing Sector
By: Robert Wetter and Tom Wasemiller
In recent years, high resistance grounding (HRG)
technology has become more prevalent in a variety
of process industries. Much of this awareness
comes from changes in NFPA70E, which recognizes
HRG as an arc flash reduction technology. Likewise,
insurance companies also push for upgraded
electrical systems in order to reduce equipment
damages and process interruptions.
Our introduction to the application of HRG
technology predates these more recent events by
more than 20 years and stemmed from the desire
to avoid uncontrolled, and unplanned outages while
improving safety for our employees.
As those of us who work in the food-processing
sector can attest, it is critical to finish certain
processes completely and without interruption
or delay, or the batch is compromised and/
or destroyed. Agitators, conveyors, fans, rotary
airlocks, blowers etc., all contribute to a continuous
product flow within a critical process. When a
process is unexpectedly shutdown, radical changes
occur resulting in deviances from manufacturing
standards and guidelines; the respective changes
include but are not limited to, temperature,
absorption, tempering, emulsifying, homogenizing
and roasting. Consequently, these undesired
changes often result in damaged or destroyed
product.
Similarly, if the stall results in solidified product,
the equipment can clog, jam and break. As a
result, removing the scrap materials and reinstating
equipment to its proper state can result in hours
of costly downtime. More consequently, when a
heat process is involved, such as a trapped oven or
roaster, the internal temperatures can quickly rise

resulting in a variety of dangerous situations – such
as a meltdown, or flash fire.
All of the above-mentioned threats to both product
and equipment are actual situations that we have
experienced first-hand while working in various food
industries. The cost of a shutdown can quickly rise
to thousands of dollars, in addition to the secondary
losses and damages derived from scrap, re-work,
loss of production time, and the inconvenience
posed to customers.
In the case of a serious meltdown or fire, the costs
are immediately exponentially higher in addition
to increased physical risk to personnel. However,
accurately quantifying the expense of an unplanned
shutdown due to a ground fault is difficult. The cost
associated with a ground fault is largely dependent
on a variety of factors: equipment type, severity of
the incident, length of shutdown, injuries etc.
For example, let us share our experience dealing
with roaster failure due to a sudden shutdown
because of a ground fault occurrence. The ground
fault occurrence caused the roaster to immediately
shutdown, trapping a full product batch inside.
Internal temperatures quickly rose causing a
meltdown. When a meltdown occurs, unique and
valuable equipment is damaged and in certain
incidents, destroyed. Due to the unique nature of
this equipment, a replacement had to ship from
overseas. The total losses for this specific case,
including expedited delivery charges, labor with
overtime, loss of production, loss of product, etc.,
surpassed $100,000.
Therefore, due to the variety of circumstances that
can arise resulting from a ground fault occurrence,
it is difficult to quantify the monetary value achieved
by operating with HRG technology. However, it is

safe to estimate that on average, HRG technology
can save anywhere from $1000 - $5000 per critical
process fault.

maintain a certain level of autonomy, and the role
of corporate engineering is to consult and advise,
rather than dictate and direct.
The first step in effort to achieve the desired
change and understanding was education. Educate
stakeholders on HRG technology and the respective
operational benefits. Educating the food industry
was complicated due to the skepticism surrounding
the lack of food industry installations. This meant
there was a lack of overall understanding of HRG
technology and an unjust fear of the associated
cost. The benefits and cost avoidances quickly and
easily outweigh the initial investment. While HRG
was relatively unknown in the food industry, it has
been used for several years prior in mining and
petro-chemical industries.

As a company with hundreds of locations across
North America, we operated facilities with a
variety of electrical systems; wye, delta, grounded,
and many ungrounded. While not universal, the
ungrounded electrical system is common in older
food processing facilities as there is a strong desire
for process continuity even under a single ground
fault condition. However, as noted by IEEE and
insurance companies such as FM Global, these
systems are subject to over-voltages that result in
equipment damage and the location of a ground
fault is difficult to find. While changing to a solidly
grounded system eliminates the issues of overvoltages, equipment damage and fault location, it
results in unplanned equipment outages, which is
the core problem to be addressed.
The smart business justifications for using HRG
technology are:
•
•
•

•

HRG allows the process to continue even in
the event of ground fault occurrence
HRG controls and limits the over-voltages,
thereby avoiding equipment damage
HRG provides an alarm to alert personnel
who can consider an orderly and sequential
shutdown of process equipment if need be
HRG provides mechanisms for maintenance
personnel to quickly locate the fault limiting
shutdown time

More sophisticated HRG systems provide indication
of which feeder has the fault, thus expediting the
fault location process. Likewise, users also have the
ability to preset the system in order to determine
which critical processes require protection in the
event of a second ground fault in order to promote
continuity.
Changing the approach to electrical grounding
across multiple divisions, in different countries,
through a magnitude of personnel, has been
anything but straightforward. In our experience,
division management and project managers fight to

Likewise, I received some concern from plant
personnel who had been conditioned to believe that
any electrical fault in the system must be eliminated
immediately. The concept of safely leaving an
electrical fault on the system until a coordinated
shutdown could be arranged was not trusted. The
prevailing knowledge among electrical personnel
was that any phase to ground fault was bad, likely to
result in equipment damage and employee injury.
The compromise was to use HRG technology in
green field sites where corporate engineering had a
higher level of input and on larger brown-field sites
for upgrades and retrofits for the same reasons.
Hazelton Cocoa plant was 1 of 7 high dollar value
projects ($100million+) that our company funded
between 2006 and 2009. Fortunately, the project
management team responsible for designing and
implementing electrical protection and personnel
safety were open to support from corporate
engineering.
When implementing new technology from any
vendor, it is imperative that proper support is
provided. Unfortunately, our initial experience was
poor, as we did not receive what is now known
as critical training. This critical training includes
installation guidance, commission and product
training as well as trouble shooting tactics.
Therefore, the product was not fully accepted or
trusted as it did not provide the purported benefits.
When the system indicated a fault situation or
initiated a trip signal, electricians were frustrated
as they were unable to calibrate or tune the system.
Additional frustration stemmed from the inability to
quickly locate the fault, which was one of the key
expected benefits. As a result, until the situation
could be resolved, a portion of the plant was shut
down. The lack of technical support from the HRG
vendor used in this case rendered the technology
useless, thus providing a negative first impression of
HRG technology in the food processing industry.
Additionally, there were also minor compatibility
issues with existing equipment and the ability to
successfully operate in various facilities. Again, this

HRG vendor failed to advise us of these potential
complications. In order to resolve these issues,
grounded transformers had their bonding conductor
removed and variable frequency drives modified to
ensure compatibility.
Lack of understanding from personnel within
ADM was not the only issue when pioneering this
technology shift, outside influences were also a
problem. The most notable being utility companies
that automatically grounded the secondary line
coming off their services. This created a situation
where the HRG system would constantly alarm and
become inoperable. When discussing this issue
with utility providers, the common response was
that it was a worker safety issue and required union
involvement and agreeance.
At this time, we decided a change in our HRG
technology supplier was in our best interest, and
this is when we began using I-Gard products.
The experience was immediately superior in
terms of engineering and product support. Sergio
Panetta Vice President of Engineering at I-Gard,
accompanied Tom and I on our next plant visit.
While the utility refused to change their outdated
approach, at least we had an ally with us in the fight.
Shortly thereafter, we installed an I-Gard HRG
system in a rural grain location. The local electrical
contractor claimed he was well versed in HRG
technology and refused support. The moment
we energized the system we were plagued with
nuisance trips and plant personnel blamed the new
equipment. Once again, Sergio intervened and
personally offered remote technical support and
an in-person troubleshooting visit. The visit was
not needed as a series of voltage tests conducted
at Sergio’s request provided the answer. In this
instance, the system was still grounded and once
this was corrected, the technology worked as
advertised.
From this real-world experience, I-Gard and our
corporate Technical Services created a training
presentation used by all company personnel as
well as all approved contractors when installing and
commissioning HRG technology.
Proper training on what HRG technology will
provide, correct installation and commissioning of
the technology, available expert technical support
and validation that the process can operate without
damaging equipment or injuring personnel were all
vital to win over HRG skeptics.
Implementing new technology or changing the
approach that has become accepted practice
involves a certain amount of risk and the unknown
technology is typically blamed for any installation
or operational concerns. Successfully changing
to HRG technology, which we knew would provide
the expected benefits if implemented correctly,
was dependent of realizing the saying, seeing is
believing.

It was necessary for the electrical personnel and the
operations personnel to keep production equipment
running even when the system provided a ground
fault alarm with no injuries and no equipment
damage. Maintenance personnel could see the HRG
system in operation and providing indication of the
faulted feeders with a traceable pulse that assisted
in locating the fault.

HRG technology avoids the issue of unplanned
outages and the associated cost impact. HRG
technology eliminates the issue of over-voltages and
the associated equipment damage. HRG technology
lowers the probability of an arc flash by more than
90%.
For these reasons, decision-making managers
need to embrace HRG technology in their project
justification discussions when considering
upgrades, retrofits or new builds. However, a
successful project isn’t just about the product,
it is about who you choose to partner with and
ensuring they not only have the product you need,
but also the commitment to customer service and
application expertise.
Altogether, we installed approximately 50 HRG
systems all over the world providing plants against
unplanned outages, arc flash incidents, personnel
injury and costly damage.

Food and Beverage Customers
I-Gard values it’s long standing relationships with hundreds of industry leaders and widely recognized
institutions, many of which are in the food and beverage industry. Please see a small portion of our food
and beverage clients outlined below.

Customer

Product

Location

Bunge

NGR

Ontario, Canada

Land O’Lakes

Sentinel

Texas, USA

2016, 2019

Cargill

DSP

Iowa, USA

2019

Cargill

DSP OHMNI

British Columbia, Canada

2018

Lantic

VIA

Alberta, Canada

2018

Nestle

PS-2747-5

Missouri, USA

2018

Cargill

Sentinel

Colorado, USA

2015

Wesco Distribution

Sleuth

California, USA

2015

Rancho Lucero

PS-227-5/RM

Durango, Mexico

2015

Archer Daniel Midlands

DSP System

Iowa, USA

2012

Archer Daniel Midlands

DSP System

Nebraska, USA

2011

Natrel

DSP System

Cerveceria
Molctezuma

NTR 16.6 kV, 25A, 10s

Valdivia, Chile

2006

Labatt

DSP MK III System

Ontario, Canada

2006

Nestle

DSP System

Ontario, Canada

2004
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Year
2019

2009

4 Facts – The Problem Defined

unparalleled protection
1

fact
The US Labor Department’s
Bureau of Labor Statistics compiles
the Census of Occupational Injuries
from death certificates and other
information for US workers killed on
the job. The 1992-1998 database
shows that 2,287 workers died and
32,807 workers sustained days away
from work due to electrical shock or
electrical burn injuries.

2

fact
One leading US-based insurance company notes that over
a 7-year period, its clients reported 228 losses that were
attributed to ground faults resulting in payments of $180 million.
A review of the costs shows the impact of both direct and
indirect costs. On the direct side are the costs associated
with equipment repair and replacement, as well as the
direct medical costs associated with injuries. On the indirect
side, we see the cost of business interruption in terms of
unscheduled delays, employee training and redeployment,
accident investigation, legal costs and possible fines.

Ground Fault Losses Reported to FM Global (1992-2001)

fact

35

Industrial

According to statistics compiled
by CapSchell Inc., a Chicago-based
research and consulting firm that
specializes in preventing workplace
injuries and deaths, there are five to
ten arc-flash explosions that occur in
electric equipment every day in the
US resulting in hospitalization
of workers.

30

Number of Losses

3

Commercial

25
20
15
10
5
0

$0-99K

$100-199K $200-299K $300-399K $400-499K $500-599K $1M-1.5M

over $2M

US $

4

fact
The US National Fire Prevention Association notes “During
the five-year period from 1994 through 1998, an estimated
average of 16,900 reported industrial and manufacturing
structure fires caused 18 civilian deaths, 556 civilian injuries,
and $789.6 million in direct property damage per year.”

structured approach to
electrical safety
RISK: the likelihood that an event will occur and result
in damages.
HAZARD: something with the potential to cause harm
and damages.
To be safe, we must reduce both the RISK (frequency)
and the HAZARD (impact), and so the American
Society of Safety Engineers has developed a
structured approach using a Hierarchy of Hazard
Control Measures.

The first choice is to “Eliminate the hazard during design.” This is the most effective control
measure and must always be considered first.
If the hazard cannot be eliminated completely, then there are a number of control options
that can be used to prevent or minimize exposure to the risk:
Substituting the risk for a lesser one
Redesigning the equipment
Isolating the hazard
Establishing safe work practices
Using Personal protective equipment

Administration controls and the use of personal
protective equipment are the lowest priority on the list
of control measures and should never be relied on as a
primary means of risk control.
Personal protective equipment should be used as a
last resort when exposure to risk is not or cannot be
minimized by other measures. I-Gard provides yearly
seminars on educating and raising awareness on the
lasting benefits of high-resistance grounding and
innovations to reducing arc flash hazards.
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Ungrounded Electrical Distribution System
definition
Electrical power systems, which are operated with no intentional
ground connection to the system conductors, are generally described
as ungrounded.
Ungrounded systems employ ground detectors to indicate a ground
fault. These detectors show the existence of a ground on the system and
identify the faulted phase, but do not locate the ground, which could be
anywhere on the entire system.

IEEE Standard 142-1991 1.4.2

unparalleled protection
risk overview
LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Unscheduled process interruptions on first
phase to ground fault

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Unable or unwilling to locate the first ground
fault in a timely manner

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Loss of critical process due to power
interruption (second ground fault)

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Capital equipment damage
- NFPA average $45,000

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Arc flash hazard
- FREQUENCY of HAZARD

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Arc flash hazard
- MAGNITUDE of HAZARD

recommendation
Consider the simple, economical and effective conversion upgrade from
ungrounded to high-resistance grounded.

justification for recommendation
Ungrounded systems offer no advantage over high-resistance grounded
systems in terms of continuity of service and have the disadvantages of
transient over-voltages, locating the first fault and burn downs from a
second ground fault.
For these reasons, they are being used less frequently today than highresistance grounded systems, and existing ungrounded systems are
often converted to high-resistance grounded systems by resistance
grounding the neutral.

IEEE Standard 242-1986 7.2.5

Solidly Grounded Electrical Distribution System
definition
A solidly grounded system is one in which the neutral points have been
intentionally connected to earth ground with a conductor having no
intentional impedance.

unparalleled protection
risk overview
LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Unscheduled process interruptions on first
phase to ground fault

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Unable or unwilling to locate the first ground
fault in a timely manner

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Loss of critical process due to power
interruption (second ground fault)

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Capital equipment damage
- NFPA average $45,000

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Arc flash hazard
- FREQUENCY of HAZARD

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Arc flash hazard
- MAGNITUDE of HAZARD

recommendation
Converting to resistance grounded (low or high to control fault current)
and/or adding optical arc flash mitigation to lower incident energy and
hazard levels.

justification for recommendation
The solidly grounded system has the highest probability of escalating
into a phase-to-phase or three-phase arcing fault, particularly for the
480V and 600V systems. A safety hazard exists for solidly grounded
systems from the severe flash, arc burning and blast hazard from any
phase-to-ground fault.

IEEE Standard 141-1993

High-resistance grounding provides the same advantages as ungrounded
systems yet limits the steady state and severe transient over-voltages
associated with ungrounded systems. There is no arc flash hazard, as
there is with a solidly grounded system, since the fault current is limited to
approximately 5A.

IEEE Standard 141-1993 7.2.2

NFPA 70E section 130.2 FPN No. 3 states “Proven designs such as arcresistant switchgear… high-resistance grounding and current limitation…
are techniques available to reduce the hazard of the system.”
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High-Resistance Grounding Overview
I-Gard has the widest range of HRG products available today and with
products at every price point and for every level of application we can
improve the reliability and safety of your electrical process.

What is high-resistance
grounding?
High-resistance grounding of
the neutral limits the ground
fault current to a very low level
(typically under 25 amps).
It is used on low and medium
voltage systems under 5kV.

PLATINUM

unparalleled protection

feeder and phase

	
Resistor monitoring relay and fail-safe
Valdosta mill in Georgia, US
grounding circuit

Time and date data logging

GOLD

systems?

GEMINI – FAIL-SAFE
Includes all features of Silver and
Bronze plus
	
Ground circuit monitoring relay

SILVER

	
Patented fail-safe grounding circuit
(unique to I-Gard)

SLEUTH – PULSING
Includes all features of Bronze plus
	
Ground fault pulsing
	
Ammeter/voltmeter

BRONZE

There is no arc flash hazard, as
there is with a solidly grounded
system, since the fault current
is limited to approximately 5A.
IEEE Standard 141-1993 7.2.2

	
Selective instantaneous feeder isolation
– on 2nd phase to ground fault

Assisted fault location – identify faulted

high-resistance grounded

High-resistance grounding
provides the same
advantages as ungrounded
systems yet limits the steady
state and severe transient
over-voltages associated with
ungrounded systems.

Includes all features of Gold, Silver and
Bronze plus

	
Mitigate 95-98% of arc flash incidents
– on 1st phase to ground fault

What does IEEE say about

High-resistance grounding
helps ensure a ground fault
current of known magnitude,
helpful for relaying purposes.
This makes it possible to
identify the faulted feeder with
sensitive ground-fault relays.
IEEE Standard 242-1986 7.2.4

SENTINEL – SMART HRG

STOPLIGHT – BASIC HRG
	
Ground fault alarm
	
Reduce frequency of arc
flash hazards
	
Limit magnitude of ground
fault current
	
Ground neutral of a three phase
power system

I-Gard is pleased to offer nine (9) levels of High-Resistance Grounding Protection to
meet your specific requirements. If your specific requirements are not covered by one of
the solutions below, then our in-house team will customize a solution that matches your
specific needs and budget.
SMART

Level 1

Level 3

Level 7

STOPLIGHT

SLEUTH

SENTINEL

Inexpensive, simple HRG that
provides visual indication of
ground fault.

Self-contained HRG system with
integral pulsing circuit to aid in
locating fault.

Advanced HRG system that
protects up to 50 feeders with
critical process protection even
under second ground fault.

Level 2

Level 4

LEVEL 8

STOPLIGHT – M

SLEUTH – M

SENTINEL – M

Stoplight with an integral
monitoring relay that continuously
monitors the integrity of the
grounding circuit.

Sleuth that provides all process
continuity and fault location
properties with the added
monitoring relay that continuously
monitors the
integrity of
the grounding
circuit.

Sentinel with an integral relay
that continuously monitors the
integrity of the grounding circuit.

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

LEVEL 9

GEMINI

GEMINI – PS

SENTINEL – FS

Fail-safe HRG with redundant
resistor path and full-time
monitoring relay.

Fail-safe HRG with integral
pulsing, redundant resistor path
and full-time monitoring.

Fail-safe HRG with protection
for 50 feeders, second fault
protection, redundant resistor
circuit and integral monitoring.

FAIL-SAFE

MONITORING

HRG Offerings
Exclusive to I-Gard

PREMIUM

STANDARD

PULSING

www.i-gard.com

Arc Flash Protection Overview

unparalleled protection
While infrequent, the impact of an
arc flash is devastating and often
deadly. It is estimated that there are
5-10 arc flash incidents per day that
require hospital treatment and the
financial impact is staggering.
To minimize the impact, you need
to first reduce the frequency of the
hazard and HRG technology is proven
in this regard.
The next task is to lower the impact
and by reacting quickly to interrupt the
flow of current, this can be achieved.
The arc detection relays from I-Gard
detect the light signature from an arc
in less than 1ms and send an
interruption signal.

An arc is developed within mili-seconds and leads to the
discharge of enormous amounts of destructive energy.
The energy in the arc is directly proportional to the
square of the short-circuit current and the time the arc
takes to develop.

TOTAL CLEARING TIME IS CRITICAL
REDUCE THE
INCIDENT ENERGY

REDUCE THE TIME

REDUCE THE DAMAGE

35ms

no significant damage to persons
or switchgear, which can often be
returned to use after checking the
insulation resistances

1.27 Cal/cm2

100ms

small damage, requires cleaning and
possibly some minor repair likely

3.23 Cal/cm2

500ms

large damage both for persons and
the switchgear, which must be partly
replaced

18.1 Cal/cm2

The arc burning time is the sum of the time to detect the arc
and the time to open the correct breaker.

The Sentri relay is designed for application on all forms of resistance-grounded and solidlygrounded systems and can detect ground faults from as low as 10mA up to 1200 amps.
It is the only relay with built-in ZSI and optical arc detection capability.

How can Zone Selective Interlocking
reduce the arc flash hazard from
ground faults?
Arc flash hazard is the energy released
in an arc flash and is proportional to the
duration of the arcing fault; hence, arc
flash hazard can be reduced by lowering
time-delay settings of the ground fault
over-current protective devices. Continuity
of service is very important, and is
maximized by time-current coordination
of the ground fault devices. The
drawback of time-current coordination
is that an extra time delay is required
on upstream protection devices. Zone
Selective Instantaneous Protection (ZSIP)
improves arc flash safety upstream in
the distribution system without affecting
service continuity.

What is Arc Detection and how is it
safer?
An arc is accompanied by radiation in the
form of light, sound, heat and as such, the
presence of an arc can be detected by
analyzing visible light, sound waves, and
temperature change.
To avoid erroneous trips, it is normal
to use a short-circuit current detector
along with one of the aforementioned arc
indicators, and the most common pairing
in North America is current and light. By
controlling the time that a fault is present
on the system, the I-Gard Arc-i-tec
reduces significantly the fault energy and
the damage to equipment and the safety
hazard to personnel.
The Arc-i-tec system is scalable and
configurable to your specific application
and provides protection at the speed
of light.
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Risk Meter Overview

unparalleled protection
ungrounded distribution system
LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Unscheduled process interruptions on first
phase to ground fault

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Unable or unwilling to locate the first ground
fault in a timely manner

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Loss of critical process due to power
interruption (second ground fault)

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Capital equipment damage
- NFPA average $45,000

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Arc flash hazard
- FREQUENCY of HAZARD

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Arc flash hazard
- MAGNITUDE of HAZARD

solidly-grounded distribution system
LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Unscheduled process interruptions on first
phase to ground fault

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Unable or unwilling to locate the first ground
fault in a timely manner

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Loss of critical process due to power
interruption (second ground fault)

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Capital equipment damage
- NFPA average $45,000

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Arc flash hazard
- FREQUENCY of HAZARD

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Arc flash hazard
- MAGNITUDE of HAZARD

unparalleled protection
standard high-resistance grounded distribution system
LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Unscheduled process interruptions on first
phase to ground fault

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Unable or unwilling to locate the first ground
fault in a timely manner

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Loss of critical process due to power
interruption (second ground fault)

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Capital equipment damage
- NFPA average $45,000

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Arc flash hazard
- FREQUENCY of HAZARD

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Arc flash hazard
- MAGNITUDE of HAZARD

SMART high-resistance grounded distribution system
LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Unscheduled process interruptions on first
phase to ground fault

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Unable or unwilling to locate the first ground
fault in a timely manner

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Loss of critical process due to power
interruption (second ground fault)

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Capital equipment damage
- NFPA average $45,000

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Arc flash hazard
- FREQUENCY of HAZARD

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Arc flash hazard
- MAGNITUDE of HAZARD
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The I-Gard Total System Protection

unparalleled protection
SMART high-resistance grounded distribution system
+ optical arc mitigation
LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Unscheduled process interruptions on first
phase to ground fault

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Unable or unwilling to locate the first ground
fault in a timely manner

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Loss of critical process due to power
interruption (second ground fault)

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Capital equipment damage
- NFPA average $45,000

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Arc flash hazard
- FREQUENCY of HAZARD

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Arc flash hazard
- MAGNITUDE of HAZARD

total system protection
High-resistance grounding reduces the frequency of the ground
fault hazard
By limiting the fault current to 5 amps or less, there is insufficient energy
for an arc flash to re-strike and it self-extinguishes
SMART HRG allows for continuous operation of critical processes even
under second ground fault conditions
Optical arc mitigation reacts at the speed of light to interrupt the fault,
lower the hazard level and protect personnel and equipment
The combination of SMART HRG and Optical Arc Detection provides
Total System Protection

unparalleled protection
hierarchy of hazard
control measures
from ANSI Z10
Elimination

De-energize before working on equipment OR
install HRG which reduces the frequency of arc
flash incidents

Eliminate the hazard
during design

Substitution

Reduce Current or Time to reduce hazard level.
Current Limiting Fuses, Maintenance Switch,
Relay with ZSIP or Optical Arc Detection

Engineering Controls

Redirect the blast or remove employee from blast area

Design options that
automatically reduce risk

Arc Resistant Switchgear, Remote Racking,
Chicken Switch

Warnings
Automatic or manual, permanent
or temporary, visible or audible
warning systems, signs, barriers
and labels

life cycle value

control effectiveness

Substitution of less hazardous
equipment system or energy

Electrical Safety Training
Warning Labels, Barriers

Administrative Controls
Planning processes, training,
permits, safe work practices,
maintenance systems,
communications, and work
management

Personal Protective
Equipment
Available, effective, easy to use
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Appropriate PPE based on study results

Why I-Gard?
I-Gard has the broadest range of high-resistance grounding systems
(a technology that the NFPA recognizes as reducing the arc
flash hazard) in the marketplace. From our simple and budget
friendly Stoplight product to the industry’s only fail-safe HRG
system, to the only SMART HRG system that selectively protects
against second faults without interrupting the entire process.

unparalleled protection
80 %

PREVENT HAZARD

HRG enhances the reliability and uptime of
power distribution equipment by limiting the
fault current so the fault energy is insufficient
to allow the arc to re-strike. The hazard is
prevented since the arc self-extinguishes.

15 %

5%

CRITICAL PROCESS PROTECTION
Smart HRG incorporates current sensor
and relays capable of dropping the lowest
priority feeder when a second ground fault
on the system occurs. This ensures that your
process continuity will not be affected and
avoids the risk of two simultaneous ground
faults tripping the entire system.

EQUIPMENT AND PERSONAL PROTECTION
The special optical sensors in Arc
Detection Relays detect the high flux value
of the arc and operate in 1ms, resulting in
quick isolation of the fault. (It takes 300ms
to blink.)

We are the only electrical safety-focused company
whose product portfolio includes both standard
HRG systems, SMART HRG systems and optical
arc flash mitigation – technologies that reduce the
frequency of the arc flash (HRG) and the impact of
the arc flash (optical arc detection).
Our products include the innovative Sentri
relay that protects against both ground faults
and arc flash and the brand new Arc-i-tec,
both of which react to an arc flash in less
than 1ms (it takes you 300ms to blink).
For customers who have purchased from us
over the last 30 years, you know us for the
quality and robustness of our product, our
focus on quality, customer service and technical
leadership. We look to build on these foundations
by investing in developing new products, in
electrical safety education including the EFC
scholarship program, by actively participating
within the IEEE community on technical and
electrical safety standards and to working with
local universities at uncovering new technologies
as we remain unrelenting in our goal of
improving electrical safety in the workplace.

safety through innovation
Our commitment to excellence is validated through our long-standing
relationship with industry leaders in fields as diverse as oil and gas, hospitals,
automotive, data centres, food processing, aerospace, telecommunications
(see Case Studies) at providing them the product and application support they
require to ensure reliability and safety of their electrical distribution system.
T
 he first power resistor company in North America to be ISO 9001 certified
T
 he only resistor manufacturer with a CSA-approved testing
facility in-house
T
 he only resistor manufacturer with UL listing of our complete NGR
product offering
A
 pproved by the Government of Canada in its Controlled Goods
Program for Defense applications
High-resistance grounding is a proven technology that provides process
continuity even under a single ground fault condition. The SMART HRG
from I-Gard is the only HRG system that ensures process continuity of
your most critical processes even under second ground fault conditions.

total system protection
High-resistance grounding is also a proven technology that reduces the frequency of the arc flash hazard
as the fault current is limited to a low level and there is insufficient fault current for the arc to re-strike
and it self-extinguishes.
Optical arc flash detection reduces the time the fault is
active and this directly lowers the incident energy level and
significantly reduces the destructive impact of the arc.
The combination of HRG technology, which reduces
the frequency of the arc flash hazard, and optical arc
flash detection, which reduces the impact of the hazard,
provides total system protection only with the Gardian.

DSP Ohmni system
The DSP Ohmni is the industry’s most advanced high-resistance
grounding system. It is designed to protect your continuous process
or critical power system from unnecessary outage of electrical power.
It detects the event of a single ground fault, signals an alarm, and
points to the affected branch or feeder. Thus maintenance can be
immediately alerted to the problem and an operator dispatched to
locate the fault in order to promptly isolate the fault. The DSP Ohmni
relay is the brains behind the SMART HRG system and is the only
relay that ensures process continuity of your most critical processes
even under second ground fault conditions.
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Sleuth

SLEUTH
NEMA 2R enclosure containing current limiting resistor and
ground fault relay
Available with artificial neutral for use on delta systems
Visual indication of system normal, active ground fault and
pulsing active

SLEUTH

Available for 480V, 600V and 4160V distribution systems

FEATURES

BENEFITS

High-Resistance Grounding
Resistor

This resistor is connected to the wye point of the transformer or
generator supplying the facility. Its function is to limit ground fault
currents to non-damaging kevels under a single line-to-ground
fault condition. This provides the user an opportunity to retain
process continuity and to detect and clear the fault.

Hand Held Pulse Tracing Sensor

This device, similar to a clamp-on ammeter, allows the user to
follow the pulses from their source at the Sleuth unit through to
the specific location of the line-to-ground fault.

Automatic Pulsing System

Once the pulsing feature on the Sleuth system is selected and
activated, the system will cyclically limit the fault to 100%, 75%
and 50% of the available ground fault current. The cyclical pulsing
combined with the hand held pulse tracing sensor empowers
the user to trace the fault circuit to the point of the fault in even
complex distributions systems without de-energizing the load.

Ground Fault Sensing Transformer
and Relay
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This microprocessor based digital relay measures ground fault
current using a 1:1 zero sequence current transformer. It maintains
accuracy over a range of 45Hz to 65Hz and filters out harmonics
to eliminate nuisance tripping.

SENTINEL

SENTINEL
Nema 3R enclosure contains current limiting resistor,
ground fault relay and isolation switch
Multi-feeder ground alarm indication with double ground
fault protection
Integral resistance pulsing and MODBUS communication for
remote monitoring
Inrush detection restraint prevents nuisance tripping on high
inrush loads

Supply Compartment
MAIN DISCONNECT

3P

SENTINEL

N

ZSCS

LOADS

PULSE SIGNAL
OHMNI-PM
RESISTOR

TRIP CONTACT

SENSOR INPUT

A B CNG

TRIP CONTACT

DDR2

SENSOR INPUT

NGR Compartment
LV Compartment

SENSOR INPUT

150VA

TRIP CONTACT

SENTINEL

G

SHUNT TRIP POWER

MAIN BUS

X0

RS-485 TO
NETWORK
POWER
AC/DC

DSP-DM

A B CN G

ALARM
CONTACTS

DSP-DPS

DSP-DSM

DSP-DFM

DSP-DFM

DSP-DFM

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Power Requirements

100-240V, 50/60 Hz or DC, 25 V A

Dielectric

Relay contacts to chassis 1500V rms. for 1 minute alarm level
Control terminals to chassis 1500V rms. for 1 minute alarm level
EC-60255-5

Trip Level Inhibit

25% of systems ground current

Contact Ratings

DSP-DFM Trip contacts-form C SPDT 10 Amp, 240V AC resistive
DSP-DPS Alarm contacts-form C SPDT 8 Amp, 240 V AC resistive
Insulation voltage withstand/lighting impulse withstand in accordance to IEC60950

Performance

DSP-DFM
Pickup accuracy ±10% of system let-through current
Trip Level Accuracy ±10A
DSP-DSM
Alarm Level Accuracy ±10% of IG

Temperature Range

Operating temperature 0°C - 50°C
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DSP-OHMNI

DSP-OHMNI
Phase and feeder indication resulting in quicker fault location
Monitors and protects up to 50 feeders on one relay
Available 1st fault alarm, 1st fault trip or 1st fault delay trip
Integral resistor monitoring module eliminates requirement
for separate monitoring relay
Unique selective instantaneous feeder trip (sift) on occurrence

DSP-OHMNI

of 2nd ground fault

FEATURES

BENEFITS

DIN-rail parts

Compact mounting reduces space requirements

Compact Feeder Modules DSP-DFM

Large systems up to 50 circuits / DSP-OHMNI can be
accommodated

Selectable MUTE ON/OFF function

Allows alarm contact to be used for other applications

Selectable trip on 1st fault or
2nd fault operation

Provides user the option of maximizing continuity of service (2nd
fault trip) or minimizing fire/damage risk (1st fault trip). Both can be
used on the same system.

0-99min delay setting on 1st fault trip

Allows time to locate fault and/or orderly shutdown of equipment

10-90% Alarm Level setting

User selected sensitivity in 10% increments, allows maximum
sensitivity to be used while preventing nuisance alarms.

Switching Modules DSP-CAS

Provides co-ordination between systems either vertically (between
zones) or horizontally (same zone) on multi-zone or main-tie-main
systems

NGR monitor DSP-DRM

Monitors the status of grounding resistor in one DSP-OHMNI
compatible unit.

Password Protected Setup

Four digit codes selectable by user prevent unauthorized setup
changes while still allowing self-test and read-only data.

Self-Test of Modules

Internal self-test of DSP-DFM, DSP-DSM verifies connections to
provide assurance of functionality

MODBUS Communications

 llows the operator to remotely monitor which feeder has faulted as
A
well as the leakage currents of all feeders for trending purposes.
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TURBO SLEUTH

TURBO SLEUTH
NEMA 2R enclosure containing current limiting resistor
Available with artificial neutral for use on delta systems
Visual indication of system normal, active ground fault
and pulsing active
Available for 480V, 600V and 4160V distribution system

A portable neutral grounding device used for fault detection in ungrounded
or high-resistance grounded, wye or delta power systems. The portability of
the Turbo Sleuth allows one unit to be moved from system to system for the
purpose of locating faults, thus eliminating the cost of installation of pulsing
units on all systems. Operations can continue with the faulted system while
the Turbo Sleuth is connected, maximizing productivity and preventing
unwanted downtime.
An ideal tool for sensing and locating ground faults quickly and easily.
Ground faults are the most common form of electrical fault, accounting
for a minimum of 85% of all electrical faults in a distribution system.
When a ground fault occurs: Turbo Sleuth is connected to the system at a
convenient location and plant electrical personnel may then follow a simple
sequence to locate and isolate the fault without interrupting or opening
circuit breakers. Connection is made by cables supplied with the unit, which
are provided with rugged, outdoor plugs and/or un-terminated conductors.
Control power requirements are 120VAC.

TURBO SLEUTH

Turbo Sleuth confirms the ground fault by means of lights on the panel front.
In addition, it provides auxiliary relay contacts, which may be wired to alarm
or annunciation devices, such as the optional TS-AH horn.
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Turbo Sleuth is available in either 480V or 600V types and provides
pulsing currents in three incremental levels of 5A, 3.75A and 2.5A when in
operation. This 3-stage current pulse maximizes visibility of the detection
system eliminating false indications. The Turbo Sleuth is enclosed in a
NEMA 3 outdoor enclosure with caster wheels providing mobility. The
unit can be left connected outside at a substation if necessary. Note that
if high-resistance grounding is already used, the currents will add to the
continuous ground current.
Turbo Sleuth pulsing system, when activated, will cyclically limit the ground
fault current to 100%, 75%, and, 50% of the available ground fault current.
The user modifies the duration of this pulse to suit the requirements of his
sensing device.
The cyclic pulsing, combined with the hand-held current sensor and a
single-line diagram, can be used to rapidly locate a ground fault even in a
very complex power distribution system.

GEMINI

GEMINI
Patented fail-safe high-resistance grounding system with
twin resistance paths
Only monitoring relay capable of discriminating between
ground faults, resistor failure and open and short circuits
Eliminates nuisance tripping through adjustable time delay
settings 60 milliseconds up
Self diagnosis through built-in test circuitry

1

High-Resistance Grounding Resistor
This resistor is connected to the wye point of the transformer or generator
supplying the facility. Its function is to limit ground fault currents to nondamaging levels under a single line-to-ground
fault condition. In the case
of the Gemini system there is a parallel resistance circuit comprised of two
identical resistor paths connected from the neutral to the ground. The parallel
resistance circuit is sized to limit any ground fault to predetermined levels.
In the unlikely event that one resistor path fails, the second resistor path
continues to limit the ground fault to half of the predetermined levels and still
provides full ground fault protection and an alarm indicating resistor failure.

GEMINI

Ground Fault and Resistor Integrity Relay (GFR-RM)
In conjunction with a sensing resistor and a series current transformer, the
GFR-RM measures current through the neutral grounding resistor, transformer
neutral to ground voltage and NGR resistance for continuity. The GFR-RM
compares the measured values against the field settings of relay and provides
relay outputs and lighted signal when an abnormal condition is detected.
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Automatic Pulsing System (optional)
Once the pulsing feature on the Gemini system is selected and activated,
the system will cyclically limit the fault to 100%, 75% and 50% of the
available ground fault current. The cyclical pulsing combined with the hand
held pulse tracing sensor empowers the user to trace the fault circuit to
the point of the fault in even in complex distribution systems without deenergizing the load.
Ground Fault Sensing Transformer and Relay
This microprocessor based digital relay measures ground fault current using
a 1:1 zero sequence current transformer. It maintains accuracy over a range
of 45Hz to 65Hz and filters out harmonics to eliminate nuisance tripping.

GARDIAN

GARDIAN
NEMA 3R enclosure containing current limiting resistor
and ground fault relay and optical arc detection sensor
Available with artificial neutral for use on
ungrounded systems
Visual indication of system normal, active ground
fault, pulsing active and arc flash

GARDIAN

Available for 480V, 600V and 4160V distribution systems

BENEFITS OF HAVING A GARDIAN
NFPA Clause: 120.3FPN No.3

“High resistance grounding of low voltage and 5 kV (nominal) (systems),...
are techniques available to reduce the hazard of the system.”

IEEE Standard 242-1986 7.2.5

Ungrounded systems offer no advantage over high-resistance grounded
systems in terms of continuity of service and have the disadvantages
of transient overvoltages, locating the first fault and burn downs from a
second ground fault. For these reasons, they are being used less frequently
today than high-resistance grounded systems, and existing ungrounded
systems are often converted to high-resistance grounded systems by
resistance grounding the neutral.
Protection Type

Reduces PPE with optical arc
detection

51 Overcurrent
50 Instantaneous
I-Gard Gardian System

Clearing Time (seconds)
2.000
0.450
0.084

Incident Energy
(Cal/cm2)
211
47
9

• Assume breaker clearing time of 5 cycles
• 480V and 65kA bolted fault current, 18 inches
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Phone: 905-673-1553
Toll Free: 1-888-737-4787

Fax: 905-673-8472
sales@i-gard.com
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